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Saddle Bags
For years trail riders have ruined countless leather
saddle bags in their quest to fill them with beer and
ice, in hopes of a refreshing mid-ride beverage. Over
20 years ago founder of Professional's Choice, Dal
Scott, was struggling with this very issue. After much
experimentation Dal created a bag from limestone-
based neoprene that functioned like a soft cooler
and allowed him to carry ice with his beer. The
effect? Icy cold beer that tasted like it was straight
out of the kitchen fridge but with his horse beside
him and a million dollar view from the hills.

Eventually, Dal decided to share his discovery with
the public and began offering the saddle bags for
sale through Professional's Choice. Today they are
an industry favorite due to the fact that they can hold
real ice without leaking a drop so that your beer may
churn for hours in the ice and emerge from the bag
barely above freezing. In addition, the neoprene
bags stretch and contract with each stride so that
they stay firmly in place on the saddle, rather than
flapping on the horse's sides during brisk paces like
many traditional saddle bags. Perfect for carbonated
beverages, the Professional's Choice Saddle Bags
benefit from the combination of cool temperature
and energy absorbing material, ensuring that your
drink will never fizz or overflow no matter how wild
things get on the trail.

In addition, the Professional's Choice Saddle Bags
are great for packing a hot lunch, safeguarding

 
 



cameras from unfriendly weather,and even
protecting medicine against freezing temperatures
when working on the ranch. The insulating, leak-
proof design means the possibilities are endless!

*Professional's Choice does not condone unsafe behavior
around horses. Please drink responsibly.
 

 

Retractable Cones
Cones are more than just a training tool - they are a
necessary safety measure. Cones have long since
been used in the arena to help with training and
improving geometry but also in the truck or trailer
as a roadside safety tool in the case of breakdowns.

The Professional's Choice Retractable Cone is the
latest evolution of the standard safety cone. Made
of lightweight nylon and completely retractable these
cones not only are perfect for storage but also have
the unique feature of adjustable height. This way
they can be made smaller for arena use and larger
for roadside situations that require heightened
visibility.

 

 

 

 

Hay Bags
Hay bags are a must for any traveling equine. Easily
hung from numerous places including the outside of
trailers, hay bags make feeding your horse on the go,
simple. When choosing a hay bag for your horse
there are several features to look for. Top loading
hay bags with large openings make them easy to fill
and a mesh bottom is ideal so that dirt and debris

 

 

 

 



Folding Combo Feeder

Equisential Hay Bag
 

 

can fall through allowing the hay to remain fresh.

Professional's Choice carries a wide range of hay
bags designed to make feeding easy and safe for
your horse.

 

Professional's Choice Deluxe Hay Bag

John Deere
Hay Bag

Wrangler Hay Bag Wrangler Hay Bag

 To locate your nearest Professional's Choice Dealer, call 1.800.331.9421 or visit www.profchoice.com
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